MMedia. Requirements and operation

Basic requirements to work with MMedia.

MMedia works in any Web browser of any operating system (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera, etc.), and works even on any portable device or smartphone.

To view content on our computer, it may only be necessary to have updated Flash Player.

How MMedia works

Anyone who accesses the URL http://mmedia.uv.es can access a page that shows a series of videos that have been uploaded recently by users, but also a search engine for the rest of the videos that they are not displayed and they are located on the multimedia server.

That is, the MMedia service presents a public area where all users can access resources that the author has marked as public. (Author is understood as the user who has made the publication of the resource in our system).

Thousands of videos have already been deposited by UV users and are available for viewing.

Access to MMedia.

Access to the multimedia server of the UV, is as simple as accessing the URL with any browser: http://mmedia.uv.es

When clicking on any video on the main page, or on the one we have located, we will see the "Player" that allows us to play it.
On the MMedia main page there are several menus, located at the top, that will allow us to access the different options.

MMedia resources:

All resources. All videos and files deposited in MMedia are displayed

Most recent: The latest videos "uploaded" to the platform

Most visited: The most popular in terms of visits

Best rated: Those who have achieved a higher score in the ranking of votes

Photoalbum. The photo albums of the users are displayed.

Playlist A playlist is a list or set of files that will be played. This option shows the existing ones

Audio. Only sound files are shown

Video. Only the video files ready to play are displayed.

Catalogue:

Complete catalog: We are allowed to view the complete catalog of videos.

By categories: We can select the type of videos that we want to visualize organized by categories.

Advanced search: We can access an advanced search system, more complete than the "Search" box at the top right.

Live (Live):

From MMedia live broadcasts can be made and displayed from the platform.

Retransmissions: We can access the schedule of live broadcasts, which are being made at that moment in MMedia. Talks, congresses, lectures, conferences, etc. they can be broadcast live from the UV and users will access MMedia as spectators of the events.

My IP: For users who make live broadcasts, they are informed of the IP address from which they broadcast the event.

Create a Live event: This option is used when a user wishes to schedule a live broadcast.

Documentation.

From this menu we can access the complete documentation on MMedia, manuals for different operations, downloads and videotutorials that make it easier for the UV user to manage the platform.

Contact.

Information with contact information for support or assistance with MMedia through the CAU (Customer Service Center) or for contact with the development team.